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*Chapter 1: Evolution* 
 

Humans, we all have our imperfections. Nonetheless, there are those 
who believe perfection is attainable. Perfection that would entail 
heightened senses, knowledge, or even eternal life. After years of 
strenuous trial and error, governmental officials—united with a team of 
elite scientists—have created a manifestation of their particular vision 
of perfection in the form of a gas called Noxin.  

 
Unlike most gases, Noxin was visible to the naked eye as a red-

orange smoke. Additionally, Noxin was self-sustaining and self-
reproductive, granting its hosts the ability to survive without the need 
for food or water. These hosts, which mimic humans in nearly every 
aspect imaginable, were coined a name: Phoenix. Aside from 
superhuman strength, speed, and intelligence, their striking, fiery, red-
orange eyes differentiated them greatly from their human counterparts. 

 
However, as perfect as this new form sounded to the creators at 

the time, drawbacks soon surfaced. In exchange for food and water, 
Phoenix had to frequently resurrect themselves to survive. They did 
this by self-combusting within an aura of flame that would grow into a 
raging inferno, then expand into an explosion and propel the Phoenix 
into its new life. The resurrection also served as a regeneration 
mechanism for the Phoenix, should they suffer any bodily injury or 
illness. Failure to resurrect in a timely manner caused the Phoenix to 
grow weary, and if the process were left undone long enough, death 
was inevitable.  

 
Ecstatic over their findings, the creators believed Noxin would 

abolish sickness, starvation, and dehydration throughout the world. 
Developers launched Noxin-infused missiles at meticulously chosen 
areas across the nation. Vicinities with high population rates sufficed 
for assessing the limits of their new project and creating a vast 
multitude of Phoenix.  

 
The projectiles burst in a wave of red-orange fog above the 

unknowing civilians and engulfed them. The innocent inhabitants had 
treated that day like any other. Some were at work, some embarking 
on an afternoon jog or sitting in the park with their children, while others 
sat comfortably at home.  
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Even those sheltered within buildings weren’t protected from the 
Noxin as it seeped in through their ventilation systems. To those out in 
the open, the Noxin’s wave hit them as a pleasant, warm gust of air 
and had the stench of petrichor as it was inhaled through their nostrils 
and filtered into their bodies. However, the cathartic experience didn’t 
last. Within moments, Noxin caused their blood to boil and their hearts 
to double in size.  

 
The targeted suffered from headaches, anxiety attacks, difficulty 

breathing, and intense burning in their eyes. Once the agony subsided, 
their irises faded into the trademark Phoenix shade of red-orange. This 
completed the transformation from human to Phoenix. Chaos ensued 
during the initial transformation phase for the humans, but one 
developer ceased their panic with a nationwide broadcast over social 
media, radio, and television outlets. 

 
Nathan Kerrington, one of the developers, appeared in a formal 

suit and tie on phone screens, computer monitors, and televisions 
throughout the lands. His gray mustache mimicked the short hair that 
crowned his Caucasian, roundish head. Rather than showing concern 
or urgency, Nathan addressed the nation with complete calm. 

 
“I, on behalf of my colleagues, would like to congratulate those 

chosen by today’s events. To be more specific, if you were among the 
many to witness and succumb to a cloud of red-orange gas, you are 
the evolution of our race.” With a genuine smile and nod, he continued, 
“You, who were chosen, are now part of a unique and superior society.” 
He leaned forward, hands clasped on his neat desk.  

 
“However, it’s vital that you perform one of your new abilities 

frequently: resurrection. This will serve in place of your need for food 
and water, and it will also heal you in the event of acquired injuries.” 
Nathan straightened, once again putting his genuine smile on display. 
“It is quite simple to initiate your resurrection. Make contact with a 
source of high heat, preferably fire, and take a deep breath, then hold 
the intake of air. You will momentarily combust into an aura of flame. 
After feeling rejuvenated, release your breath and exhale. Do not fear 
this scenario. It will serve to create a fresh life, a new life as a reborn 
Phoenix!” He held up a finger. 
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“However, your source of heat should not exceed 2,020 degrees, 
so don’t go walking into explosions. In any case, welcome to your new 
life.” Proceeding the broadcast’s terminated transmission, a mixture of 
wonder, confusion, and fear overwhelmed some of the newborn 
Phoenix. Others were outraged at this life-changing violation, forced on 
them without consent. A mixture of curiosity, relief, and envy rattled 
through the minds of those unaffected. These actions did not come 
without fault.  

 
Meanwhile, about thirty governmental officials, along with a handful 

of scientists, gathered for a conference. The air thickened with tension 
as the gathering waited, dressed casually, though stiff and nervous, 
while they stared at each other around a large, wooden table running 
the length of a spacious room. Neat stacks of folders and papers waited 
in front of each respective official. Some gazed down at their laptops 
or tablets while others continued to converse about the day’s shocking 
events. 

 
One man in particular, Todd Langford, sat soundlessly, his dark-

haired head buried in his Caucasian hands in obvious anguish. He was 
one of the very few to have strongly opposed the decision to release 
Noxin upon innocent civilians. Regardless of many years of research, 
Todd had sensed Noxin was a bad omen from the start. Unable to 
withstand his anger, he rose to his feet and snapped, “It’s not right!” All 
eyes darted to Todd in shock, yet he continued unabated. “We cannot 
just transform unwilling innocent people into monsters! This isn’t 
evolution! This is the beginning of extinction!” 

 
Todd’s outburst was followed by heavy silence. Langford knew 

disclosing his lesser opinion among an opposed majority wasn’t in his 
best interest, but he didn’t care.  

 
At the far end of the table, the president of the United States 

watched Todd carefully, her calm, brown eyes sparkling with 
intelligence. The woman’s white button-down beneath her dark blue 
blazer rose and fell with her deep breath. Being the first African 
American woman as president bombarded her with a multitude of 
challenges. All of which she successfully met head-on without the 
slightest glance back. Her short, graying hair served as a symbol of 
many wise decisions—all met quickly and without unneeded fanfare. 
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Nevertheless, releasing the Noxin upon innocent civilians hadn’t been 
her easiest decision. Still, she felt it was in the best interest of future 
generations. 

 
“Todd, I understand your concern,” she replied, leaning forward, 

then clearing her throat. “But this is the most groundbreaking discovery 
known to humanity. Never have we witnessed anything that could wipe 
out our need for food or water. This Noxin could potentially save 
millions of future lives.” 

 
Todd’s lips pressed into a line, and he shook his head. “Mrs. 

President…” He placed his hands on his hips. “You don’t understand. 
If these beings, for whatever reason, one day decide we’re a liability, 
then we’re—”  

 
“Darwinism,” a flat voice interrupted. 
 
Todd scanned the seats on his right. “What?” 
 
A scientist rose from the table, straightening his black suit jacket. 

The man’s fair-toned face, with a chin-strap beard and mustache, 
turned to Todd. An average build framed the scientist’s tall stature, 
topped by short, black hair. “Social Darwinism isn’t a concern regarding 
the Phoenix,” the scientist answered. “Our test subjects have 
demonstrated an impeccable level of cooperation. If you don’t want to 
be a part of the first stages of our newfound evolution, then simply 
leave. What’s done is done. Your outrage and conspiracy theories have 
no place here.” 

 
Todd gasped in disbelief. How could all these people—many of 

whom were supposed men of science—be blinded by this so-called 
idea of perfection?  

 
“Sol… with all due respect,” Todd began carefully, “Darwinism is a 

prime factor in this creation, whether these creatures are in the minority 
or not. The strongest creature ultimately becomes dominant—you 
know that as well as anyone here. And when that happens, then what?” 
Todd’s passion rang out in his voice. “Are you really not going to 
consider taking precautions in the event that some or possibly many of 
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this new species become hostile? A war could ensue between humans 
and Phoenix. The results would be…terrifying!” 

 
At Sol’s silence, those in attendance shot glances at one another, 

an unnerving tension now thick in the air. 
 
Nathan, the scientist who’d delivered the nationwide broadcast, 

spoke up from his seat. “There’s nothing to worry about, my friend. Our 
military branches are stronger than any uprising they could ever hope 
to instigate.”  

 
Most men would have relaxed, lulled by Nathan’s low, soft-spoken 

tone and confidant—bordering on arrogant—smile. Not Todd. He 
sighed and leaned against his hands on the table, trying to tamp down 
the bitterness stirring his gut. His head dipped. After so many years of 
grueling work, no one bothered to calculate the possible negative 
outcomes of this experiment? His thoughts raced, desperate and fear-
stricken, until the president spoke again.  

 
“Will that be all, Todd?” Her eyes held his, her expression patient 

but unwavering. 
 
He took a deep breath, then glanced at the caramel-skinned female 

scientist at his side, the only one in the room who’d also opposed the 
decision. He shook his head in pity and gathered his belongings into 
his briefcase. 

 
“Todd?” the president called, the question clear in her voice. 
 
Todd snapped his briefcase closed and held it at his side, eyes 

veering momentarily to Nathan. “Sometimes it’s the smartest who wins 
and not the strongest. In case you forgot, we’re inferior in both 
respects.” Todd faced the woman at the head of the table. “Yes, Mrs. 
President. That’ll be all,” he added, then turned to leave. 

 
Nathan looked over at Sol, then the president, then his eyes swept 

over all the other bodies in the conference, taking careful measure of 
the room. Sol sensed the effect of Todd’s words—an uncertainty that 
hung in the atmosphere. Sol felt an itch at the back of his skull. Todd 
was responsible for it. An irritant that needed to be scratched. 
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Finally, the silence broke, and the discussion continued. Sol, 
distracted, decided to disengage and made his way out of the 
conference. Nearly everyone failed to notice the red-orange colored 
syringe Sol had dropped on his way to the door. Only one person—the 
solitary female scientist in the room—glanced over in that instant, 
catching Sol’s careful, manipulative action.  
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